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Greek alphabet ( )ελληνικ¿ γρ¿μματα
Origin
The Greek alphabet has been in continuous use for the past 2,750 years or so since 
about 750 BC. It was developed from the  and the order 
and names of the letters are derived from Phoenician. The original Canaanite meanings 
of the letter names was lost when the alphabet was adapted
for Greek. For example,  comes for the Canaanite  (ox) and  from 
(house).

Canaanite/Phoenician alphabet

alpha aleph beta beth

At first, there were a number of different versions of the alphabet used in various 
different Greek cities. These local alphabets, known as , can be divided into 
three groups: green, blue and red. The blue group developed into the modern Greek 
alphabet, while the red group developed into the alphabet, other 

 and eventually the alphabet.

epichoric

Etruscan alphabets of 
ancient Italy Latin

By the early 4th century BC, the  alphabets were replaced by the eastern Ionic 
alphabet. The capital letters of the modern Greek alphabet are almost identical to those 
of the Ionic alphabet. The minuscule or lower case letters first appeared sometime after 
800 AD and developed from the Byzantine minuscule script, which developed from 
cursive writing.

epichoric

Notable features

Originally written horizontal lines either from right to left or alternating from right 
to left and left to right (boustophedon). Around 500 BC the direction of writing 
changed to horizontal lines running from left to right.

Diacritics to represent stress and breathings were added to the alphabet in around 
200 BC. In 1982 the diacritics representing breathings, which were not widely used 
after 1976, were officially abolished by presidential decree.

The letter sigma has a special form which is used when it appears at the end of a 
word.

Used to write
, an Indo-European language spoken by about 12 million people in 

Greece, Cyprus and many other countries, including Albania, Armenia, Australia, Austria, 
Bahamas, Bulgaria, Canada, Djibouti, Egypt, France, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Jordan and Kazakhstan.

Greek (Ελληνικ¿)

Greek alphabet - Classical Attic pronunciation
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Greek alphabet - Modern pronunciation

Sample text in Greek
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Transliteration
Óloi oi ánthrōpoi gennioúntai eleútheroi kai ísoi stēn axioprépeia kai ta dikai?mata. Eínai proikisménoi me 
logik? kai syneídēsē, kai ofeíloun na symperiférontai metaxý tous me pneúma adelfosýnēs.

Translation
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with 
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
(Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights)

Longer sample texts (Tower of Babel) in:  andAncient Greek Modern Greek

 Books on the and the Greek alphabet Greek language

Links
Free Greek fonts
http://www.phantis.com/customer.service/greek.fonts.html
http://www.ntgateway.com/greek/fonts.htm
http://www.hellenic.net/fonts
http://www.biblicalgreek.org/links/fonts.html

Online Greek lessons
 (Modern)  (Modern)

 (Modern)
 (New Testament)

 (Ancient)
 (Ancient)

http://www.ilearngreek.com http://www.greece.org/gr-lessons/
http://kypros.org/Greek/
http://www.ibiblio.org/koine/greek/lessons/
http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~ancgreek/
http://www.textkit.com

Online Greek-English dictionary
http://www.kypros.org/cgi-bin/lexicon/

Greek Electronic talking dictionaries
http://www.ectaco.com

Greek Language and Linguistics
http://greek-language.com

Online Greek Radio
http://www.hotstation.gr
http://www.patrinorama.com/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/greek/
http://www.cocktail-radio.gr
http://www.ouzofm.com
http://www.greece-radio.gr

 - a Unicode font for ancient languages by Juan-José Marcos,
Professor of Classics, Plasencia, Spain.

Includes: Old Italic (Etruscan, Oscan, Umbrian, Picene, Messapic) Classical & Medieval 
Latin, , Coptic, Linear B, Hebrew, Sanskrit, Gothic, Runic, Ogham, 
Cypriot, Phoenician, Iberic, Celtiberic, Old & Middle English, Cuneiform Scripts 
(Ugaritic and Old Persian) and Medieval Nordic (Old Norse and Old Icelandic). Also 
Includes Characters For Latin-Based European Languages, Cyrillic-Based Languages, 

ALPHABETUM

Ancient Greek
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Devanagari, Bengali, Hiragana, Katakana and Bopomofo)

Other alphabets
, , , , , , , , ,

, , , ,
Greek, , , , , ,

, , , , , , , ,
, , , , , ,

Armenian Avestan Bassa (Vah) Beitha Kukju Coptic Cyrillic Elbsan Etruscan Fraser
Georgian (Asomtavruli & Nuskha-khucuri) Georgian (Mkhedruli) Glagolitic Gothic

Hungarian Runes International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Irish Korean Latin
Manchu Mongolian N'Ko Old Church Slavonic Ogham Old Italic Old Permic Orkhon
Pollard Miao Runic Santali Somali Sutton SignWriting Tai Lue Thaana

Real Ancient World Art
Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan, Roman, Pre-
Columbian. Investment Grade. 

Xanthos Antiquities
Buy Ancient Art - Egypt Greece, Rome, 
Precolumbian 
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